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How to use the corer 
The Russian corer is used to core soft sediments, clay, 
gyttja, or peat, but cannot be used to core in sand or other 
coarse-grained sediments. It consists of a 1 m long steel 
chamber (diameter 5, 7.5 or 10 cm)  and of 1.5 m long 
steel rods. These are linked with each other using small 
screws. 

A. The core chamber  
The core chamber has a rotating steel blade and a sharp 
end. By turning the blade, the sediment is ‘shuffled’ into 
the chamber and closed in.  

B. Pressing down the corer 
The corer can be pressed into very soft sediment by hand. 
If the sediment is slightly compacted, a handle with a ball 
clamp, or other types of handles are needed. 
Coring is made in 1 m overlapping steps and from two 
parallel holes (0-1 m, 1-2m, 2-3m, etc. 0.5-1.5 m, 1.5-2.5 
m, 2.5-3.5 m, etc.) 
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The corer is pressed into 
the sediment with a ‘closed’ 
blade.  

The rod is carefully 
connected to the corer with 
special screws.  Each rod 
has a length of 1.5 m. 
Consecutive rods are added 
to core at deeper depth (C-
E).  

It is very important that 
each rod is tightly 
connected to each other to 
not loose the corer. 

A B 

E F 

C D 

A handle is fixed to the rod to turn 
the corer at the desired depth (F, G). 

 

Be careful when you turn the handle! 
It must be tightly locked to the rod 
so that the end of the rod does not 
get damaged. The handle should 
then be turned a half round and 
against the sun to close the corer.   

 

Once the corer is closed, it is pulled 
up again, using handles.  
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Each rod has to be unscrewed when the corer is pulled up (A).  It is important to use the weight of 
your legs to pull up the corer and not your back – many backs have been destroyed through lifting a 
Russian corer out of the sediment. 
 
The core chamber will be very heavy since it is now filled with sediment. Be very careful when you 
remove the core chamber from the hole so that the core chamber does not slip out of your hands. 
 
The core chamber can now be opened and contains a completely undisturbed sediment section (B). 
The sediment is described (C), and the core is then wrapped in plastic foil (D) and placed in halved 
PVC tubes (E). 
 
(F) A new round of coring starts. This time using a handle with a ball clamp to pull out the sediment.  

A B C 

D E F 
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A nice new core Gyttja and clay Gyttja and clay 

Opening the core chamber Cleaning the core chamber Coring from a boat 

Cleaning the sediments Opening the core chamber A new core has been pulled up 

Back from a day’s coring Water lilies Coring on Kumphawapi 
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Where to order Russian Corers 
Russian corers made of special hardened steel are made by Competition 
Cars in Stora Råby, close to Lund in southern Sweden.: 

 

Competition Cars 

Att. Bengt Wittander 

Stora Råby 3 

SE-22478 Lund 

Sweden 

e-mail: CompetitionCars@telia.com 

Phone/Fax: +46-46-148285 

 

For prices contact the manufacturer. 

 

Available sizes 

Corer/Sampler: 

28 mm x 500 mm   28 mm x 1000mm 

50 mm x 500 mm   50 mm x 1000 mm 

75 mm x 500 mm   75 mm x 1000 mm 

100 mm x 1000 mm 

 

Rods 

22 mm diameter, 1500 mm length 

 

Handles with ball clamp are manufactured by 
BORROS AB 
Box 3063 
SE-171 03 Solna 
SWEDEN 
Phone +46-8-272620 
Fax +46-8-836702 
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